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AS YOU can see from our front page

every licensed taxi driver should

have received by now a letter from

TFL asking for your views on the

“Suburban Taxi licensing

Consultation”.

As most of you know, the Club was
highly critical of TFL over the lack of
any proper consultation with the trade
regarding the Surface Integration
Programme and as such, I feel this
letter that has been sent out to
everyone is a direct result of the
pressure the Club has exerted on
LTPH, forcing them to act in a much
more open and transparent manner
with the taxi trade.

Why has TFL instigated a 

Suburban consultation?

I believe that this was a direct result of
the introduction of the Identifiers which
the Club was instrumental in bringing to
the trade. When first introduced the
LCDC came under attack from many
within our trade protesting about their
introduction. However, it has been
patently obvious to all but a few
Individuals that since their Introduction

the problem of suburban drivers
working within Central London was far
greater than many people imagined,
hence the consultation to try and solve
the problems now faced by many
suburban drivers in their over-
subscribed sectors who woke up one
morning, went to work and saw all
their new colleagues ranking up for the
first time.
These problems were a direct result of

the TFL licencing policy and they ( TfL )
should have been aware much earlier
of the increase of drivers applying for
suburban licences. Now TFL are
looking for us, the green badge drivers
to come up with solutions to solving a
problem of their own making! We at the
Club are not ANTI- Suburban drivers,
we feel what needs to happen now is
for TfL to give Yellow badge drivers
more ranks at major venues in their
sectors and also for the taxi Apps such
as Get -Taxi and Hailo to card up as
many businesses and residential areas
as possible- this would create a
scenario where the public in the
suburbs could now access a licensed
taxi at a touch of a button.

Finally, some of the suggestions put
forward in the consultation have rung

alarm bells for us at the Club, For
example, to allow suburban drivers to
enter the KOL at 21 days would be the
first step in undermining the very
bedrock of our trade, the Knowledge as
this is the first step in creating a two-tier
system.
If this was allowed then where does it

stop? Would an Addison Lee driver who
has worked in Central London for a
period of time, say 5 years be allowed
the same privilege? As an Addison Lee
driver working in town he could argue
that he holds a more comprehensive
Knowledge of London than say a
suburban driver licensed in Romford.
The Club has set out our response on

this consultation on pages 4-5.  I
strongly urge all drivers to read it and
have your say on how the future of your
trade is being shaped.

Editorial
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AT THIS month’s Mayoral Meeting

held at City Hall which I attended

on behalf of the Club,  I had an

opportunity to present to Boris the

latest edition of the Badge

Newspaper - the contents of which

was the catalyst for many of the

topics discussed at the meeting.
He was most impressed with the double
page feature we carried on pages 4-5
which showed the four choices of new
taxis that could be available to the trade.
I was at pains to point out to Boris that
these “Green” plans are all well and
good but we feel it is long overdue that
TfL put their hands in their pockets to
help drivers in financing the “Green-
Dream” off achieving zero-emissions by
2018 in London. After all when you look
at all the other transport schemes the
Mayor supports be it cable cars in the
Sky at the Dome, Bikes, Buses, Garden
Bridges the list goes on and on, yet we,
the best taxi service in the world gets
absolutely sweet F.A.
I also put forward to Boris the LCDC idea
that in 2018 with the introduction of the
new zero-emission taxis he could
stipulate that they are to be black in
colour. He asked me why? And I replied
that I think we as a trade need to regain
our worldwide identity and all be black.

I was also able to bring to the Mayor’s
attention the Threat which the trade is
facing with the minicab APP Uber and
how they are operating. My main
concern regarding Uber Is that I strongly
believe they are operating with a meter
contained within their App which breaks
TfL legislation. Garrett Emerson who
was also present strongly disputed that

this was the case, however I was able to
show the Mayor a Uber journey receipt
on my iPhone ( see picture ) which
showed him just  how the fare was
calculated using both distance and time,
the same as how our meters operate.  I
am pleased to tell the trade that the
Mayor after seeing the evidence he
concurred with me that it was in fact in
his opinion a meter, overruling his Chief
Operating Officer-Surface Transport
Garret Emmerson!

I also spoke to the Mayor about our
disappointment with Commissioner
Hendy at not having the courtesy to
acknowledge personally to the letter the
Club had written to him before
Christmas. Garett Emmerson interjected
saying that Hendy had asked him to
reply on his behalf but I made my
feelings known to the Mayor that I did
not think this was good enough and was
the sign of the times with TfL and their
attitude to the trade.
We also brought up our concerns to the
Mayor regarding the on-going saga with
Satellite 

Offices and the behaviour of Operators
who act with utter disregard to the law.

Finally, I brought to the Mayors attention
that one of my members had witnessed
a PH driver having his vehicle tested at a
NSL centre and then requiring a
colleague to act as an Interpreter to relay
the problems he had with his mini-cab.
Also I mentioned that whilst attending
meetings at Penton Street a few years
ago I saw children present at the PH
office filling in the drivers application
forms.
I stated to the Mayor that when someone
uses a TfL licensed Private Hire vehicle
driven by a TfL licenced driver they
should at least expect the driver to speak
English at the very least. The Mayor was
incredulous at the very thought this was
occurring and asked Garrett Emmerson
if this was in fact true that a TfL licensed
minicab driver could be licensed and not
speak any English, to which Garrett
Emmerson replied this was currently the
situation.
The Mayor responded by telling him to
change this ridiculous situation and

make it MANDATORY FOR ALL PH

DRIVERS TO SPEAK ENGLISH TO

OBTAIN THEIR LICENCE. 

Finally I stressed to Boris just how
concerned we are at the Club with the
state of the Cab trade. With the
Introduction of the new S.I.P programme
alongside the end of any form of 
bespoke representation for our Industry
from within TfL.  I made it clear to Boris
that the taxi trade could end up like the
Titanic where everyone said it was too
big and strong to sink. 
We ( the cab trade ) are just like the
Titanic, without anyone at the helm
steering us through choppy waters. We
have the Private Hire doing whatever
they like, minicabs using a meter and
getting away with it and a general lack of
compliance by Tfl regarding the
safeguard of our Industry.
I also pointed out that if TfL continue to
allow Uber to operate with the App meter
then we would have no option than to
take to the streets like we did over
Whitcomb St and bring the Capital to a
standstill.

Boris: All Private Hire Drivers must
speak English to get their licence

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx
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Q5 Do you think

that changes to the

suburban licensed

areas are desirable

and practical?

From the arrival of
suburban sectors,
there was almost a
half century of
stability. While there
are other factors

involved, three subsequent changes to
these sectors in fewer than 20 years
have resulted in acute instability
If there is to be further changes, perhaps
revisit the original sector areas and
attempt to redraw the current sectors to
make a “best fit” closest to the originals.

Q6 If changes are to be made, would

you propose creating a new

suburban licence area structure of:

a) Four sectors – North West, north

east, south east and south west 

b) Two sectors – north and south 

c) One sector – a ring of all 22

suburban boroughs 

d) Some other arrangement.

LCDC: Choice D. 

Claims that choices a – c would
increase available work are spurious.
There would be no effect on demand
created by such changes. Equally, while
supply (drivers) would possibly be
redistributed, the level of supply remains
static.
In terms of cost, this would be a zero-
sum game. One driver’s reduction in
“dead mileage” would be another’s
increase in “dead mileage” or longer
wait on a rank.
The real purpose of this proposal is to
increase entry barriers to suburban
licensing. Currently, the mean average
time to gain an all-London licence takes
76% longer than for a suburban licence.
If testing was equally as rigorous for
these larger suburban sectors, it would

take longer to obtain a suburban licence
than an all-London licence.
Therefore, no rational licence candidate
would choose a suburban sector over
an all-London licence. The result would
be an end to issuance of suburban
licences as there would be zero demand
for these licences.
The corollary of this is that the purpose
of these proposals is nothing more than
to erect insurmountable entry barriers to
suburban taxi sectors, to the cost of both
all-London drivers and more importantly,
the public demand for taxis in the
suburban sectors.

Q7 Would you support discontinuing

the concept of the suburban licence?

LCDC: No. To support the
discontinuance of suburban licensing
would be to the detriment of the public.
It should be clear from suggestions
made by the suburban drivers
themselves in taxi licensing reform that
their priority is to gain further access to
the central area of London, by various
means. It is equally clear then that a
large part of the current supply to public
demand in the suburban sectors would
disappear into the central London
supply. This would damage the
businesses of all-London drivers and
have a deleterious effect on supply to
the suburbs without even a guarantee
that it would be ultimately beneficial to
suburban drivers. TfL should work
harder at increasing the number of
ranks in the suburbs.

Q8 Should suburban drivers be able

to add adjoining sectors to their

licence without undertaking the full

Knowledge examination process?

LCDC:  No, to allow suburban licensees
to be licenced for adjoining sectors
without the current relevant testing
requirements would undermine the
whole testing and licensing regime.
However, the testing procedures are
known to test more than simply a
driver’s topographical knowledge. It
simulates the stress of formulating a
route immediately as a passenger
boards the vehicle. It tests a driver’s
temperament. These are just two
examples of additional testing.

Q9 Should suburban drivers who

wish to become All London drivers

be allowed to enter the examination

system at an advanced stage?

LCDC:  No way. This is the first start of
the slippery slope in devaluing the whole
Knowledge of London process as we
know it. The Knowledge is the
cornerstone of our Industry and is what
makes us the World’s best taxi service. If
this proposition was accepted then we
could see PH drivers who have worked
in Central London for a number of years
demanding the same concessions and
starting the KOL on say 21 days. 

Q10 Should the number of suburban

taxi drivers be capped?

LCDC: Suburban driver numbers
should not be capped. It currently takes
29 months on average to obtain a
licence for a suburban sector. Even if a
waiting list were kept for potential
candidates, any increase in demand for
taxis could not be responded to
automatically. Rather, it would take 2.5
years to respond to a demand change,
by which time the prevailing demand
situation would have changed again.
However, limitation would be
appropriate, although not to suburban
taxi licences. Such licences have
increased by 18% in the last decade.
However, PH driver licences across
London have increased during the same
period by 250%. Taxi and PH services
are close substitutes. Therefore logically,
it would be more effective to cap PH
driver licences rather than taxi licences.
Additionally, access to a PH driver
licence is much quicker than for a
suburban taxi licence and as such any
increase in demand would be quickly
responded to.

Q11 If numbers were capped, what

criteria should be used to determine

the limit?

LCDC: N/A

Q 12 Should applications for all

suburban licences be suspended for

either a specified or indefinite

period?

LCDC: The criteria for a resumption of
PH driver licensing would be a proven
under-supply to meet a combined

demand for taxis and PHVs.

Q14 Should TfL pursue a strategy of

designating further island ranks and

extensions to suburban sectors?

LCDC: No.

If you were to allow more Island ranks
then who would enforce these areas
properly?
We already receive calls from members
reporting Yb drivers picking up in
Clapham High Street and around
Putney. Also if the Island ranks were to
be pushed forward more into Central
London then Apps such as Hailo who
allows drivers to pick up in their areas
and offer them a job up to 2 miles ( as
the crow flies)  would be able to offer
them jobs almost into Central London.

Q16 If Un-met demand for taxis is the

principal criteria for designating

extensions, how should it be

measured?

LCDC: First, demand must be
measured by mean demand throughout
a meaningful period. This will avoid
spikes in supply and demand that
deviates from the norm. For example, a
failure to fully meet demand during the
hours of midnight to 3.00am on
weekends would not be an indicator of a
more general supply failure.

LCDC RESPONDS TO 
By now, every taxi driver will

have received the TfL

consultation letter. On these

pages are the Club’s

response. Please feel free to

use in your own response.
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Secondly, any assessment of supply
and demand in a specific area could
only be fairly assessed by collating the
number of cabs passing, both for hire
and engaged. A survey of ranks could
also be collated by counting the number
of customers waiting at a rank and how
long they are waiting for. 
However, counting available cabs on a
rank would be erroneous for two
reasons. First, suburban drivers
predominantly use ranks as opposed to
“cruising” streets whereas it is the
opposite for al-London drivers.
Therefore, it is customers’ use of ranks
as opposed to drivers’ use that is the
crucial factor.

Q17 For new applicants, should the

Merton and Sutton and Enfield,

Haringey and Waltham Forest

sectors be extended on a permanent

basis to include the extension areas?

LCDC: Should the current extensions
be made permanent, new applicants
should be tested as exhaustively on the
extended area as the main sector.  This
would be in the public’s interest as
drivers will have a full K of the whole
sector, including the extension. This will
also produce a longer testing period that
will slow down candidates and deter
some prospective candidates. This will
have both a temporary and permanent
damping down of supply. There would
be no public loss as supply and demand
is already perceived to be in
disequilibrium and so will have a
stabilising effect on supply and demand.

Q18 Should TfL introduce or amend

regulations to allow taxi drivers to

accept private hire, radio circuit or

app bookings when outside their

licence area? 

LCDC: The greatest problem with
allowing suburban drivers to accept
bookings while out of their sectors would
be to bring YBs into the centre, rather
than serving the sector they are licensed
for.  The central area is much busier than
any suburban sector. Therefore, a YB
may feel that the ability to accept radio
work in the central area will compensate
for the loss of being unavailable for hire
on the street in his suburban sector.
There are also wider ramifications of
such a position, not least the
environmental effects. Suburban drivers
would not be able to use central area
ranks. Parking space in the central area
is both limited and expensive. Therefore,
it is likely that such drivers would stay on
the move, increasing the already acute
vehicle emissions that Central London is
already experiencing. This could have a
serious, detrimental effect on the

Mayor’s clean air strategy.
There is also a question of what an App
booking actually is, as there is no current
definition. If an App booking is deemed
to be an “electronic hail” as TfL
apparently currently define it, then YBs
cannot be allowed to accept these
hiring’s while out of sector. If it is deemed
a hail, then it not pre-booked. Therefore,
if YBs are allowed to accept an
electronic hail while out of sector, they
should logically be allowed to accept a
physical hail also. Effectively, to allow
YBs to accept hails while out of sector, is
to grant them an All-London licence,
effectively.
This extends to PH. If al App booking is
an electronic hail, then it is not pre-
booked. If it is not pre-booked, then PHV
should not be booked via Apps.
If an App booking is pre-booked, then
recent complaints by TFL over Hailo’s
recent increase i minimum fares have
no basis
As an alternative, TFL should consider
ranks. Each of the nine suburban
sectors border the central area. There
should be at least one rank available on
each of those nine borders. In this way,
the furthest a driver can be from his
sector is 12 miles, when accepting a
compellable fare. For fares up to six
miles, it would not take too long or cost
too much for a driver to return to this
border-edging rank. For journeys
between 6 – 12 miles, the driver is being
compensated by the tariff for travelling
back without a fare.
Radio circuits and apps could assist this
process by calling all work within a given
radius to these ranks. This is a tried and
tested method of job allocation that has
already been established within central
London. However, even though some of
this work would be within the central
area, the driver would first have to sector
or border rank before accepting the work.

Q19 Should TfL introduce or amend

regulations to allow radio circuits

and app providers to give bookings

to taxis regardless of the taxi’s

location (potentially constrained to

the Greater London area) without

becoming private hire operators?

LCDC: No. If TFL do allow YBs to
accept radio work while out of sector,
they should have to do so under PH
rules. Therefore, both drivers and
operators should be PH licensed. 
With regard to Apps, the question of
“electronic hail” has to be first
addressed. Obviously, if it’s a hail then it
cannot be used by PH operators and
drivers. This again we believe
undermines the very ethos of doing the
Knowledge of London.

Q20 Do you have any additional

comments or suggestions?

LCDC: Although this consultation
focuses on Suburban drivers and the
problems they are facing, we at the Club
feel the biggest threat facing both the
Suburban and All London driver is the
rapid and uncontrolled expansion of the
private hire driver numbers and also
their Operator centers. This expansion
has taken place at the same time that
the compliance department at TfL has
been in meltdown.
The introduction recently of the
Surface Intergration Programme
which has seen licensed taxis and
private hire incorporated with Boris
bikes, river services, Victoria coach
station, dial-a-ride and congestion
charging makes any new changes
un-enforcable due to the lack of any
accountability.
TFL must do more to safeguard our
Industry by enforcing legislation that
is there already.

SUBURBAN CONSULTATION

THE LCDC HAS DEMANDED THAT TFL CONSULT WITH YOU
IT IS VITAL THAT YOU DO NOT MISS THIS HARD-WON OPPORTUNITY TO HAVE YOUR SAY ON THE 

FUTURE OF OUR TRADE! PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU LOG ON TO THE LINKS BELOW AND HAVE YOUR SAY

Survey
https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/tph/suburbantaxis/consultation/subpage.2014-02-06.0007629207/view

Consultation
https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/tph/suburbantaxis/supporting_documents/Suburban%20Taxi%20Licensing%20Consultation.pdf
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We said NO in October 2012...

...and we’re still saying NO!

JOIN TODAY AND HELP US SAVE YOUR FUTURE
CALL: 0207 394 5553

THE LCDC - 100% CONSISTENT

RUN BY WORKING CAB DRIVERS
FOR WORKING CAB DRIVERS
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FOR THOSE that don’t know, there

are a few credit unions in the cab

trade. These are basically self-help

savings and loans and not-for-profit

organisations. This is unlike your

bank that makes profits from your

savings and loans.
As far as I am aware, the London Taxi

Drivers Credit Union (LTDCU) is the only
unaffiliated credit union in the trade. It has its
offices on the LTDA HQ site but the two
organisations are un-connected, other than
sharing a site. The credit union is open to all
London taxi drivers and their families.
Using the LTDCU is a good way of saving

for those times when your outgoings rise
steeply – Christmas, holidays, overhauls
and, of course, when the taxman comes
knocking in January and July. It’s easy to
save with the LTDCU as you just pop in and
hand over your cash or set up a weekly or
monthly standing order. Currently, they pay
a dividend of 1.5% on your savings. 

Loans are so much simpler to obtain than
from your bank. It usually takes about 15
minutes from walking through the door to
ask for a loan and walking out with a
cheque. You can lend up to £30,000 and
current interest rates are around 1% per
month, although they reduce as the loan
gets larger.
New members must also begin saving

before they can take out a loan as loans are
made against savings. This starts at a 4:1
ratio. So, if you want to borrow £4,000, you
have to have £1,000 in your savings
account. Loans come with a free life
insurance policy against outstanding
amounts.
It is also possibly to check your accounts

on-line and print off and post forms for loans,
withdrawals, etc.
I must stress a credit union is nothing like

dealing with a bank. There are three lovely
ladies that run the LTDCU office – Ann,
Mary and Kate. When you go in to make a
withdrawal or take out a loan, it’s paying a

visit to old friends. These girls know their
customers by name and its strictly Christian
name terms. What’s your bank like? Third
degree and feeling like a beggar when you
go there for money? Do they recognise
you? These girls at the CU just sit you down
and help fill out a very simple form. 
The important thing is that the LTDCU is

owned by drivers and their families that are
members. If you are a member you make
the decisions at your AGM. Incidentally, the
LTDCU AGM is at 1.00pm on 13th March.
Go along if you want to see it in action. You’ll
even get tea and biccies and possibly a
sandwich or cake. 
The great thing is that when you pay in

savings, you are helping another cab driver
and getting paid for it. When you pay loan
interest, it is being paid to other cab drivers,
after expenses. Nobody’s making a profit;
just cab drivers helping each other out.
Do yourself and other cab drivers a favour

and ring the LTDCU on 0207 266 010 and
sign up.

HOW LONG has it been now since

the fiasco began on licence

renewals being held up,

supposedly by the new

Disclosure and Barring System

(DBS)? Well, at last month’s

Surface Transport Panel (STP)

meeting, managing director Leon

Daniels got around to asking

Garrett Emerson to look into it.
It’s cobblers anyway. If you do the

check and send at the post office, your
DBS check comes back inside a week.
Then, you hear nothing for months from
LTPH.
Another little nugget that came out of

this meeting was that 20% of PH
Operators failed compliance
inspections. That’s one in five for gawd’s
sake! Garret Emerson has been tasked
with looking into this as well. Mind you,
this is the bloke that cannot see
anything wrong with Uber using a meter
so don’t hold your breath.
It’s obvious anyway why so many PH

operators and drivers run roughshod
over the rules. In order to achieve
compliance, you have to make the
licence worth losing. All the while a PH
driver licence comes with a box of
cornflakes, you will not get compliance.
All the while you can take an operator’s
licence away and he can just start up
again, you will not get compliance.
Wake up TfL! Why do you think that

taxi drivers self-police on compliance?

It’s because they put in an average of 51
months hard graft and sacrifice in order
to obtain a licence and they don’t throw
that away easily. Most PH drivers don’t
even bother to renew their licences
because they work for slave wages that
have to be topped up by benefits like
working tax credits.
There you go Garrett, I’ve saved you a

job!

Dial-a-cab (DAC)

DAC have produced yet another

poor set of results for 2013.

Virtually everything went down by

between 11 – 13%. 
Turnover down 12%, from £28.266

million to £24.84 million. Service
charges down 12%; subscriptions down
11%; membership down 13%.
The exception to this was board pay.

This only went down by 2%.
The one bright spot, if it can be called

such, was that DAC lost less money in

2013, with losses reducing from
£147,000 to £116,000.
The chairman still blames the

recession for the poor performance but
we were officially out of recession
throughout this trading period and the
last three of the four quarters were
periods of growth for the general
economy.

Not only that but Hailo have produced
a turnover of £12.8 million in 2013. So,
they have attained 50% of DAC’s
current turnover in their first full year of
trading. It is true that Hailo made a
substantial loss of £1.3 million but this is
a business with high front-end costs and
such a loss would not have been
unexpected by the management.
The traditional radio circuit generally, is

beginning to look like a failed model and
DAC are not bucking the trend. DAC
have seen their business fall by 50%
since the peak, prior to the recession
that began in 2008 and 42% since 2001.
Meanwhile, the app trade is booming for
both the taxi and PH trades.
Yet, DAC are still in the process of

spending millions of their members’
cash on updating a pre-app system. Is
this money wisely spent?
My personal view is that maybe they

should be looking for new ideas and
methods, rather than throwing more
money at a systemic approach that is
increasingly looking like yesterday’s
business. The money in the bank will not
last forever and the signs are that the
ending of the recession will not stop the

rot. The competition that DAC and the
other circuits face currently is entirely
different to that faced prior to the
recession. They need to change.

Suburban taxi

licensing

consultation
YOU’LL READ a detailed report on

this elsewhere in this issue. London’s

Yellow Badge (YB) drivers have been

suffering much worse than its Green

Badges (GB) for a very long time. 

Unfortunately, the YBs seem to see the
answer to this as closing applications to
join their ranks and being allowed to
share in GB work in the central area.
This is too important for you to leave

this to your trade organisation. You have
to respond individually. You can bet our
YB friends will be doing so and if we
don’t object, they may just get what they
want. Go on-line to TfL (or get somebody
else to run you off a response form) and
fill it in.

What’s a Credit Union then?

Walker on the March....

Slow-turning wheels
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THE LICENSED Private Hire Proprietors

Association (LPHCA) have made a

series of proposals to TPH for changes

in the system of “satellite offices”.

Throughout their spiel, they try to make

it look as though they are the only ones

that have any answers to touting and

that the authorities got it wrong and the

taxi trade doesn’t understand the

problems.

They claim that satellite offices could never
have worked because the very people that
had previously been causing the problems
OUTSIDE night venues were being
licenced to operate within those venues.
They also claim that generally, although not
during the current recession, the taxi trade
have not been interested in servicing these
venues.
They claim that as a result of the recession,
the taxi trade put pressure on the
authorities to enforce activities of the PH
trade at these venues and the result was
that “ridiculous measures” have been put in
place by the authorities that have resulted
in making it difficult for legitimate operators
to work.
After failing to persuade the authorities to
the PH operators (PHOs) way of thinking,
they have decided to go over their heads
and appeal, via legal counsel, to the Law
Commission (LC).
It seems that the LPHCA want the benefits
of licensing without the responsibilities of a
licencee.
The LPHCA proposals are as follows:
Revocation of existing satellite office
licences and discontinue the policy
altogether.
Replace these licences with the same
booking facilities being granted to bona fide
Private Hire Operators  (PHO) under the
auspices of their main operator’s licence.
In addition, replace the current operatives
with two distinct types of personnel, with
over-lapping duties, licenced by the
licensing authorities in their own right.
The two new licences being for a
Designated Booking Supervisor (DBS) and
an Authorised Booking Agent (DBS/ABA). It
would appear that holding an ABA licence is
a prerequisite to obtaining a DBS licence. 
The DBS will be licensed as an individual in
his/her own right. The DBS will be acting on
behalf of the Private Hire Operator (PHO)
but is allowed to delegate this authority to
an ABA.
Failure to observe the booking
requirements of the licensing authority on
site would render the DBS and DBS/ABA
(not the PHO) liable to enforcement action.
The DBS/ABA should be an employee of
the PHO.
The taxi trade would probably be in accord
with PH on many things here. We’d agree
that satellite office licenses should never
have been granted and should be
rescinded. We agree that the touting
problems stem from outside venues, rather
than inside. We agree that these offices are

affecting PHOs business but also the taxi
trade business too.
LPHCA criticise the taxi trade for not being
interested in late night venues prior to the
recession, as they were more interested in
sitting outside account offices with their
meter hired while they waited for
passengers.This notion is so daft it seems
ridiculous to even have to answer it. Prior to
the recession there were a maximum of
8,000 (30% of the fleet) taxis making use of
non-street hire booking facilities
(circuits,etc). Today, there are
approximately 18,300(75% of the fleet)
availing of these facilities.
The reality is that many of these venues do
not have taxi ranks outside and so taxis
cannot legally wait there for fares. Where
there are ranks, there is usually a satellite
office also that will often make it unviable for
a taxi to wait on such ranks.
Prior to the recession and satellite offices,
enforcement was so poor and lax that
illegal touts would gather at the door of
such venues and in the face of this
competition and the prospect of verbal and

physical confrontation with these touts,
many taxi drivers sought work elsewhere. 
The problem has always been outside the
venues, whether that comes from illegal
touts or LPH operatives acting illegally.
These latest proposals are simply to make
current illegal practises of LPH, legal
activity. Resolve enforcement failings by
legislating to make enforcement redundant
by giving LPH operatives the same legal
standing as taxi marshals, along with the
vehicles and drivers.
What they fail to understand is that taxi
marshals do not book taxis or solicit the
public. They are mostly used simply to
organise bookings by making sure a
circuit’s client gets the right cab or marrying
up passengers on shared taxi schemes.
When they are used on ordinary, working
ranks, once again they are not soliciting
bookings but merely helping passengers
that are already committed to taking a taxi
from the rank. They are not walking up and
down the street with a clipboard asking
passers-by if they want a taxi.
The LPHCA claim to be acting in the

interests of public safety. This is not their
remit, any more than it is that of the taxi
drivers; it is the remit of the licensing
authorities. What they are doing is to use
public safety to further their own cause. If
they were truly interested in public safety,
they would be calling for more enforcement,
not less.
Whether we agree or not, a satellite office
does offer useful facilities to the public
inside venues. It is outside the venue that
the problems occur when HP operatives
solicit the public and the authorities turn a
blind eye. Another big problem for the
public is when a PHO’s vehicles form an
illegal rank outside with the drivers on the
pavement also soliciting the public. 

It is these outside activities that allow the
unlicensed tout to have a presence at these
venues as they can hide among the
licensed touts. If LPHCA really cared about
public safety, they would be advocating for
enforcement to make sure operators and
their vehicles and drivers obeyed the rules
and kept the outside of these venues clear.
Their proposals make sense in that there
clearly should be at least two, licensed
operatives inside venues. One to make the
bookings and call up the vehicles that ARE
NOT parked outside. A second operative to
escort the passenger from the venue to the
car once the car is outside.
However, by attempting to distance the
PHO from the operatives by making the
latter responsible for any wrong-doing,
suggests that the PHO would expect the
current illegal practises to continue. All they
appear to be trying to do is either make
these practices legal or where they cannot,
relieve the PHO of any responsibility for
wrong-doings.
The only way to end illegal practises is by
cleaning up what goes on outside these
venues and that is by increased
enforcement and effective action against
wrong-doers. Replacing the staff and
vehicles of a small operator with that of a
large operator will change nothing that goes
on in and outside of the venue. Therefore,
such action will not decrease unlicensed
activity and so will not make the travelling
public any more secure.
If enforcement of the rules, both voluntarily
and forcibly, clears the street outside of
operatives and un-booked cars, then public
safety will be enhanced. However, if this is
achieved, the only reason for having
booking desks and operatives inside the
venue is to gain competitive advantage
rather than any consideration for the public..
In these days of Apps, the client wanting a
car only has to click three times to order a
car, be advised of its arrival, along with
driver and car details. The passenger then
walks out, finds the appropriate registration
number of the vehicle, checks that it has
the right driver and off the passenger goes.
No need for a DBS or a DBS/ABA but all
done on a phone.

Satellite offices Mk II on the horizon
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GREETINGS ALL, and my usual

customary welcome to all cabbies,

green and yellow badge alike, and all

Knowledge boys and girls. 

I am beginning to sound like Victor
Meldrew, but let's just make it clear. He isn't
a moaner, he just sticks up for what he
believes in, and that is exactly what I am
doing when I write this column and speak
up coherently at the London Cab Drivers
Club Annual General Meeting. 

Being a London cabbie is, for me, a very
enjoyable job, and a job that I take great a
great deal of pride in, but it can also be a
quite lonely job, as is speaking up on behalf
of the cab trade a lonely job. 
I am becoming increasingly frustrated by

hearing cabbies moaning and then making
out to be best friends of the London cab
drivers club, but when you challenge them
they are not even members themselves.
When I talk to them they moan about

various aspects of the trade, but won't be
found standing up for what they believe to
be right. Far too many are merely going
through the motions of getting into London,
doing the job, taking the money, and going
home again. The London cab trade has
always been under threat, the reason being
is that there is a form of jealousy (from
others who are incapable of doing the
Knowledge) of the finest cab trade in the
world. For every twenty who apply to get
the green badge, five succeed. After
undergoing the  gruelling process of the
Knowledge, how dare TfL not even stand
up for us against illegal activity from
minicabs, rickshaws, and in someone
cases, yellow badge drivers who try to
come into the green badge area and steal
our work. (Thank God for Grant Davis and
the identifier). I am fed up with being given
orders from TfL on Twitter, regarding over
ranking and no right Turin at Finsbury Park
Station etc. TfL tell us to use the cab ranks
at Swallow Street and Charterhouse Street.
The problem is that I am constantly
obstructed by minicabs that are parked on
them! TfL say that they do take action with
their enforcement team. I have asked, what

action exactly?  I  am still waiting for a reply. 
TfL seem to have one rule for one and

one rule for another. They constantly bark
instructions to black cab drivers, but
overlook illegal activity by minicab drivers.
Why? 
Christmas 2012 Boris Johnson promised

to ban the rickshaws. Nothing has been
done. Why? 

A yellow badge driver was moaning to me
about why he couldn’t ply for hire in
Hackney Wick. He reckons there are never
any cabs in that area. The answer is simple.
If you want to ply for hire in Hackney Wick
or indeed any other area within the six mile
radius of Charing Cross, do the Green
Badge Knowledge. 
Lastly, I am starting to feel lonely as I finish

this article. Standing up for the cab trade is
a lonely business. Come on cabbies, help
us out, voice your opinion, challenge TfL
and Boris Johnson , and stop these illegal
minicabs and rickshaws stealing from our
trade. Don't give it up without a fight. In fact,
never give up! 

Be lucky, 

Graham 

Stop moaning... and join up!

MP joins Vauxhall station protest
HUNDREDS OF people, including local

MP Kate Hoey, have backed a campaign

to save Vauxhall Bus Station amid fears

it could be demolished as part of plans

to make the area more cycle and

pedestrian friendly.

Vauxhall residents and commuters fear that
the distinctive transport hub — which was
built just 10 years ago at a cost of £4 million
and features a “ski jump” roof — could be
lost under proposed plans by Lambeth
Council and Transport for London to get rid
of the one-way gyratory system and give a
more high street feel to the area. Ms Hoey
said: “It works, it’s a bus station that works.
It’s a real interchange where you don’t get

wet. Leader of Lambeth council, Lib Peck,
said: “We know there is strong opinion in the
local community who will have the
opportunity to comment, and we are clear
that any new scheme has to work for
buses.”
Source: Standard

Hatton Gardens southbound shut
THE CITY Of London have now

implemented a southbound closure at

the southern end of Hatton Garden. 

So whilst you can drive from Holborn Circus
into Hatton Garden, you cannot travel in the
opposite direction. You can, however, travel
southbound into Hatton Garden, turn
around, and exit back onto Greville Street. 
Also, please note that the right turn from
Charterhouse Street into Hatton Garden is
also banned, for safety reasons. 
Both of the above are permanent changes. 
Whilst both changes have been in place for
at least a month, we have noticed that they
are being widely abused. As a result, LB
Camden (Hatton Garden is on the Camden
side of our border) has begun using camera
enforcement on vehicles illegally entering

the Holborn Circus junction from Hatton
Garden.

The Shard... A Rank Too Far
THE NORMAL procedure for a taxi rank

in London takes months to get through

all the councils paperwork before it will

implemented. 

Now the rank at the Shard has been pushed
through at breakneck speed to appease the
Shard. The ranks committee which the
LCDC sits on was unanimous in rejecting
TFLs proposals for the rank in St Thomas
Street. For those that have viewed the
position of the new rank will agree it’s totally
unworkable in its current position. It would
appear that Leon Daniels had a meeting
with the new owners and agreed to allow
them to have pick up and set down bays
outside the hotel. But it would appear the
Shard management team asked for the taxi
to be situated half way down St Thomas
Street. This is not good enough for a Taxi
rank to work, we need to situated near the
premise in the right location and also be
visible to the customers. What we have here
is a rank that the customers will need either

binoculars or a map to find us, this will also
lead to confusion with taxis waiting on the
rank and drivers dropping off at the hotel and
maybe taking a job with not knowing there is
taxis on the rank. What the rank committee
are seeking is for a taxi rank to be appointed
on the opposite side from the hotel and then
maybe if the hotel was worried about drivers
over ranking and causing congestion we
could use the other rank as a feeder. After a
Ranks Committee meeting last month
where we raised our concerns to TPH
regarding the location and asked for them to
look into the situation at the Shard and
maybe appoint a rank in a better location.
They said they will look into it and come
back to us at the next meeting.            

Alan’s Angle
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Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a
single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab
Drivers’ Club Ltd,” with today’s date, for £56.67, and two post-dated
cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers’ Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 

100 Clements Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above
information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the
terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 
matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare that
I have no outstanding PCO or police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2
TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK
LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 
until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 
until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS’ CLUB LTD, 
Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG
Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

AS AN L.C.D.C

MEMBER YOU 

WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  

EXCLUSIVE TO THE 

CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 
hotline membership card.
Peace of mind 24 hrs of 
the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 
Of London based solicitors 
and barristers, experts in 
Hackney Carriage and 
road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,
we will deal with any 
complaint that has been 
made against you by
members of the public.
Also we will attend the
LTPH with you on any
personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW 
AIRPORT 

REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport 
working hard on the 
trade’s behalf for a fairer, 
and more safer future
at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint 
Ranks committee, working 
hard for more ranks and 
more access for the taxi 
trade in London.

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 
office for any information
or up to the date news on 
any trade related subject.

� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 
first to be called when the 
media want the “Cab 
Trade’s“ reaction. 

The Chairman is a regular
contributor on LBC, Radio 
London, and the BBC.
We at the Club also
represent the trade at 
meetings with the Mayor’s 
Office, TFL, LTPH, 
Corporation Of London, 
BAA, and all Local 
Authorities in the Capital.

JUST 
£3 per
month
* £12 per month is tax

deductible
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HOW DO I JOIN?  Simply email Susan at the LCDC on thelcdc@gmail.com or call 0207 394 5553

NEW LCDC ACCIDENT AND 
SICKNESS SCHEME ON THE WAY

LCDC Member Tammy Goddard - 
“Great value for peace of mind. Another reason for
being a member of  the LCDC”

LCDC
Exclusive
Travel
Insurance
Once again the Club
have pulled it off. 
A travel insurance
scheme for members
and their families.
At a price to snap up 

For more information call: 0203 327 0555
or Email: thelcdc@gmail.com for full details of rates and cover. Arranged through ASUA LTD. who are authorized and regulated by the FCA No. 308488

Cancellation: £5,000
Medical: £10,000,000
Baggage: £2000

� Airline failure
� Travel 

& Accommodation failure
� Delayed baggage

PLUS PLUS optional:
� Winter sports
� Golf cover
� Wedding cover

COVER SAMPLE

EUROPE
17 days single trip - £17.96
CHANNEL ISLES
17 days single trip - £9.24
EUROPE FAMILY ANNUAL - £60.75
WORLDWIDE FAMILY ANNUAL - £70.44
Optional cover attracts additional premium

SAMPLE RATES
INCLUDING TAXES

LCDC Associate Member David Fitzgerald - 
“Even being on The Knowledge for £2.50
/week, it’s great peace of mind.”

LCDC Member Emrah Zeki - 
“I signed on to the scheme to get peace of mind at a
very affordable price.”

We are delighted to announce that due to the fantastic response we have had since launching our Club ProtectA Accident and

Sickness scheme, the LCDC are pleased to inform our members that we have now been able to renegotiate a new improved

and cheaper scheme. We believe this scheme will be the best on offer to the trade. See next month’s Badge for details. 
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LONDON: THE world’s most visited

city. Home to the red double-decker

bus, Big Ben, Tower Bridge, Changing

the Guard and the black taxi.
That “most visited city” tag, which caused a
recent flurry, is a little dubious. It is based on
the International Passenger Survey, which is
based on a sample of interviews with
passengers coming and going from the UK.
The Office for National Statistics candidly
describes it as an “estimate”.
Still, London draws millions of tourists and has
become a global capital while maintaining its
traditional symbols – except for that boxy
black taxi, which is now the whatever-colour-
you-like whatever-shape-you-can-think-of taxi.
No city competing for tourists would throw
away something as distinctive – except for
London, which has.
This week BYD, the Warren Buffett-backed
Chinese carmaker, announced it would
introduce “minicabs” into London, with the
intention of eventually selling proper London
taxis that are available not just for private hire
but can ply the capital’s streets for fares.
It is the latest of a slew of potential competitors
to the London Taxi Company, builder of the
TX4, the classy, roomy traditional-style cab

that says “London” to potential visitors from all
over the world.
BYD follows Nissan and Metrocab – part of
the Frazer-Nash group – which plan to sell
taxis in London, and Mercedes-Benz, whose
Vito people carriers are already ploughing
through the capital as licensed taxis.
The Vito taxis remind me of the Monty Python
sketch in which John Cleese claims to have a
cat licence and a post office clerk says: “That
is a dog licence with the word ‘dog’ crossed
out and ‘cat’ written in, in crayon.”
The Vito vehicles are not London taxis. They
are vans with yellow lighted “taxi” signs
jammed on their roofs. They are infuriating
proof that London has lost its way.
There are mitigating factors. While the
traditional London taxi is a design beauty, its
manufacturer has had one financial prang
after another. Once a consortium of
manufacturers and dealers, it became a
division of engineer Manganese Bronze,
which went into administration and was taken
over last year by China’s Geely. So the
London Taxi Company cannot claim to be a
reliable monopoly.
Second, Boris Johnson, London’s mayor, is
trying to cut the capital’s air pollution by
insisting that its taxis produce zero emissions

by 2018.
The offerings of BYD, Nissan and Metrocab
will be electric, but then Geely says it plans to
produce electric cabs too.
So what is wrong with the new cabs? London
has not achieved its international pre-
eminence by standing still but its genius,
indeed the British genius, is to build on what
went before. The London Underground’s logo,
trains and map have modernised without
losing the look that made them so
recognisable.
The same is true of London’s buses. The new
Routemaster bus, one of Mr Johnson’s pet
projects, updates previous models while, in
design terms, quoting from them. Mr Johnson
has banished the dreadful single-decker
“bendy buses” from London’s streets.
Nissan seems to understand London’s way of
doing things. Pictures of its NV200 taxi, which
it plans to build in Coventry, home of the
London taxi, suggest it will pay homage to the
traditional design while giving its cab a
modernised, but still recognisable, look.
Metrocab’s design appears to be based on
similar principles, but BYD’s e6 looks set to
follow the Mercedes “cat licence” route.
This could have been avoided if Transport for
London, which licenses taxis, had insisted on

a recognisably London design for new
entrants. That would not be over-intrusive for
an authority that already specifies the distance
between seats and the maximum tint of the
windows.
Failing that, it could have insisted that all
London taxis be black. The traditional cabs
have been allowed other colours for years
now, but if taxis are permitted to be different
shapes, they should all be London’s traditional
colour. (Black Mercedes Vitos are marginally
less ghastly than the blue or grey ones.)
New York’s taxi rules state that “the exterior of
the vehicle must be painted taxi yellow” – and
who could imagine the Big Apple agreeing to
anything else?
We can still win London’s battle. If you
approach a taxi rank or hail a cab in the street
and an interloper offers you a ride, say: “Sorry,
mate, I want a real London taxi.”

Story courtesy of the Financial Times

I'M GOING to start this at the end; we

need to think about working towards

making all London taxis black in colour

and all PHVs a different colour,

perhaps white. 
If PHVs are not to be a single colour, then at
least disqualify any vehicle with a colour that
could be mistaken for black in the dark or at
distance.
I realise there are a lot of people that will
disagree with this idea so let me explain my
reasoning. The public know the difference
between a taxi and a PHV at the moment but
the distinction is becoming blurred.
Only last night I watched two guys come out of
a hotel in Liverpool St and call out to a cab
opposite to hail him. When he directed them to
the front of the rank, they then walked to an
Addison Lee car that looks a lot like a taxi and
tried to hail this. While this distinction exists we
do not compete with PH on price. It is for this
rea- son that we enjoy annual tariff increases
without too much effect on our work levels as a
result. If we lose this distinction we will have to
compete with PH on price. This would not be
good. Anybody who is on radio will know this.
The circuits have to compete with PH on price
to a much larger degree. This is why radio run-
ins are only about 40% of what they would be
if they had kept pace with tariff increases since
the introduction of tariffs two and three. This is
why circuit managements' are always bleat-
ing on about how we need to accept fixed
prices and get closer to PH prices. This is why
the quality of radio work compared to street
work is on a continual downward trend.
The identity of our vehicle is being attacked.
TFLs Surface Transport Panel (STP) approved
"driver shields" in PHVs in the latter part of last
year. The STP also recommended - and I
quote - "TFL has passed on advice from the
BSI and the Vehicle Certificate Agency regard-

ing the installation of driver shields in PHVs to
the manufacturer to help them gain approval.
TFL is advised that approval has not yet been
received. In the meantime, there is a choice of
licensed vehicle types in London (Mercedes
Eurocab, Fiat Scudo, and Peugeot Partner)
which allow optional factory fitted shields."
This says to me that any London PHV
operator that brings any vehicle for passing,
other than the current vehicles passed as a
London taxi, will gain approval even though it
may be being used as a purpose built taxi
(PBT) elsewhere in the country. The recent
passing of the TW2000 seems to confirm this.
There are many in our trade that would wish to

see such vehicles licensed as taxis in London
and with good cause. One of the major
arguments these people use against the "icon"
argument is that the hire light and the plate is
sufficient distinction to tell the difference
between a taxi and a PHV. This argument has
been proved wrong by the manufacturer and
drivers of Vitos who feel the need to have "taxi"
signage plastered all over the cab. Personally, I
have to look for the plate because there are
Vitos licensed as PHVs that look exactly the
same as a cab from the back.
Worse than this though is that the PCO are
using the same argument to justify licensing a
PBT in London as a PHV i.e. the response of

Mr Mason of the PCO was that the PBT
licensed recently in London as a PHV does not
have a hire light so isn't a taxi.
Add to this that sooner rather than later the
PCO will have to relax the turning circle rule
and allow us to use these "alternative vehicles"
that can apparently already be used as PHVs.
It is against the public good not to allow us to
do so. The alternative PBTs are less polluting
as they use less fuel. Because they are more
fuel - efficient and the engines require less
servicing and less costly servicing, they would
have the effect of forcing our tariff downwards.
So, the public would get the same service at a
cheaper price without our profits falling.
Everybody wins.
However, if this happens, both taxis and PHVs
will be the same type of vehicles. The PCO will
be unable to prevent this because if they try to
do so, one or more producers of these vehicles
would likely take them to court for restraint of
trade.
So, the answer is to have both taxis and PHVs
as single, separate colours. It would not need
to be applied retrospectively but rather applied
to all vehicles being licensed for the first time
by the PCO. Allied to this, perhaps a
moratorium of perhaps eight years, after which
a taxi or PHV would have to comply with the
colour rule requiring a portion of both fleets to
have re- sprays.
While this would obviously rule out liveried
cabs in the future, it would not have to pre-
vent door ads.
In my opinion, this single colour option would
produce very little pain but without it we will
increasingly find PHVs that look very much
taxis. If that happens, we will find ourselves in a
price war and the days of annual tariff
increases without loss of earnings will be a
dim, distant pleasant memory. In short, "the
game will be dead son"!
MICKY WALKER L.C.D.C. MEMBER

London must hang on to its taxis

LCDC says: back to black!



The Heathrow taxi trade
organisations held a meeting with
Heathrow Ltd (BAA ) in mid
February and were advised that
the gate money charge would
remain at £5.22 until the end of
this calendar year. 
BAA were unable to predict what
would happen in 2015, but
confirmed that the Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA) closely monitors
the level of charges levied by
airport operators on transport
service providers including taxis
and bus services. 
The effect of Transport for
London’s intention to reduce the
metered airport charge from
£3.20 to £2.80 was briefly
discussed and BAA were quick to
point out that they played no part
whatsoever in making TfL’s
oppressive decision to reduce
the charge. 

At the same meeting
BAA reiterated that admin’ costs alone
would add 15 pence to the £5.22 gate
money if refunds were given to drivers
who find themselves stuck in the
feeder park typically after 2100 hrs.
The issue of how to compensate
drivers who find themselves without a
reasonable prospect of a job is going
to take a long time to resolve. To date,
the taxi trade has presented BAA with
two viable options. Option one would
work, but all drivers would be
penalised with a 15 pence increase in
the gate money. Whether or not day
drivers would be happy to contribute
to a refund kitty is debatable. The
other option and the one favoured by
the LCDC, is to reintroduce the tried
and tested rule of clearing the feeder
parks at a certain time each evening.
‘Blowing out’ is a major financial risk
for Heathrow drivers who provide a
public service during late evening and
their problems won’t be resolved if the
trade allows BAA and NSL to take the
lead in the decision making process. 

Unite and HALTS Office
BAA has asked the taxi trade
organisations to decide for
themselves how to make use of the
small office next to the canteen. It was
originally occupied by Unite who then
sublet it for ten years to the now
defunct HALTS (Colin Evans & Co).
Thankfully, HALTS was forced to
cease trading at Heathrow last year

and all of a sudden Unite claims to
have grand-father rights over the
vacant office. Unite already has two
spacious offices at Heathrow and
certainly doesn’t need a third, even
though it’s rumoured that Unite has a
bulging membership register. In all
seriousness, Unite reps at Heathrow
should stop being obstructive. It’s
BAA’s office and not Unite’s. BAA has
offered it to the trade as an ideal
facility for raising the standard of
representation that’s available to
Heathrow drivers. 

Unite and Taxi Marshals
Taxi trade reps should always keep
themselves free of accusations of
bias when discussing the taxi
marshalling scheme and the low
priority given by Heathrow Police to
chasing minicab touts. Two senior
Unite reps at Heathrow moonlight as
marshals and it’s a job that provides
them with benefits that they don’t
want to give up. Undoubtedly they
enjoy the status of being seen as not
having to use the feeder parks in the
normal way. The LCDC believes that
Unite reps who want to retain their
marshals’ credentials should be
disqualified from acting as trade reps.
For a start , Heathrow drivers don’t
deserve to be represented by reps
who are unwilling to put pressure on
the marshals to work evenings and
weekends. Secondly, in the case of
Unite reps, they are never going to
admit that there needs to be a big
increase in the number of police
officers on anti-tout duties. Many rep-
cum-marshals haven’t been in a
feeder park for 10 years or more and
they are not going to risk falling out
with the police and being demoted by
them to the rank of ordinary Heathrow
driver. 

Minicabs on 
Heathrow Forecourts 

In the past six months Heathrow
regulars have become aware that the
biggest measurable loss of work to
the Heathrow taxi trade isn’t
attributable to the efforts of the
minicab touts who operate in the
terminals. In fact the biggest loss is
caused by the failure of Heathrow
police and traffic wardens to stop
private hire drivers from offering meet
and greet services on the forecourts.
Enforceable laws lay down that

private hire vehicles and chauffeurs
have to make use of the airports car
parks for picking up passengers and
loading their luggage. 
Private hire’s domination of
Heathrow’s forecourts can’t possibly
have escaped the attention of our
buddies the taxi marshals. What
would be wrong with having taxi trade
reps in hi-viz jackets putting pressure
on private hire drivers to get off the
forecourts and into the car parks
where they belong ? With regard to
offences committed by PH on the
forecourts, would Heathrow police
decide to butt in and dictate that taxi
marshals can only operate inside the
terminals and not outside ? Let’s not
forget that in the last 12 months every
appeal to the marshals to promote the
taxi trade in the terminals for at least
16 hours per day has been met with a
sullen negative response from their
self-appointed spokesmen. In
summary, marshals steadfastly refuse
to cover anything but office hours ;
worst of all they’ve shown no interest
in smartening up their act and
promoting the taxi trade in the same
concerted way that private hire
services promote theirs. The LCDC
doesn’t accept the argument from the
marshals that the police and BAA
won’t allow the licensed taxi trade to
exercise the same rights in the
terminals as private hire. 

Where are the Taxi
Marshals? 
The LCDC firmly believes that all
Heathrow trade reps should have
unfettered access to the records of
marshals’ daily movements. At
present NSL Cabin staff refuse to
allow any checks to be made on the
ID of marshals or how many of them
are at work. Before this issue of The
Badge came out, Heathrow Ltd (BAA)
admitted to the LCDC that exactly
what marshals are supposed to be
doing when they are on duty at

Heathrow has never been defined.
BAA’s revelation deserves
amplification : in theory marshals who
are on anti-tout duties in the terminals
are rewarded by not having to use the
feeder parks. But the absence of
control over the marshals has led to a
situation where the marshals seem
able to claim privileges for activities
that aren’t even remotely connected
with anti-tout work. As already said in
this article, control over the taxi
marshals needs to be in the hands of
trade reps who have no vested
interest in doing the marshals favours. 

Taxi Marshals’ 
Written Agreement 
The rules of the taxi marshals are set
out in a document known as the
marshals’ Service Level Agreement.
The trade organisations have been
invited by BAA to take part in a review
of the now outdated marshals’
document. Research carried out by
the LCDC shows that the written
agreement as a whole provides no
real evidence that the marshals or
anybody else intend to be legally
bound by its terms and conditions.
The most alarming fact about the
SLA, is that it doesn’t have a single
word to say about the marshals'
practice  of by-passing the feeder
parks. 
The marshals claim that all the
Heathrow taxi trade organisations and
Heathrow police give their backing to
their SLA, but this is a fabrication. Not
surprisingly, the marshals can’t
include the LCDC and requests made
under the Freedom of Information Act
show that The Metropolitan Police
Service holds no record of the police
having become a party to the SLA.
The reality for the marshals is that
they don’t have any real proof as to
who is and isn’t supporting them . A
few nods and winks from here and
there won’t ever make a silk purse out
of a sow’s ear. 

thelcdc@gmail.com

Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”
L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP
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PARIS -Taxi drivers

brought gridlock to

Paris traffic in a

protest Monday,

unhappy that rival

car services like Uber, AlloCab.com,

and SnapCar overturned a new rule

that imposed a mandatory 15-minute

wait for passengers using them. 

But today's disturbances might be just be the

first stages of difficulty moving to next-

generation transportation, because Uber also

has just launched a new ride-sharing service

called UberPop. It turns most people with a

car and a driver's license into a low-budget

car service, similar to what ride-sharing start-

up Lyft already offers in 20 US cities. 

Monday's taxi protest closed highway exits to

Paris' two main airports, with a slow

procession to central Paris spreading delays

across the city. Unlike a January

demonstration, when violent attacks struck

Uber cars, the new protest's problems

seemed limited to bad traffic.

"Note to Self: Don't ever book a flight for the

day Paris taxi drivers decide to go on a strike

and block all the highway exits," said Twitter

user Julia Salata. 

The new car services, in France called VTC

(voitures de tourisme avec chauffeur), let

people reserve a car using a smartphone app

that also handles payment. The cars

themselves don't face the heavy regulations

of taxis, and their drivers don't need to pay a

price typically exceeding $270,000 for one of

the limited number of taxi licenses available

in Paris. 

But the new UberPop could complicate the

market even more by democratizing for-profit

driving the same way that Airbnb has spread

the hospitality industry. Taxi drivers -- and

VTC drivers, too -- could suffer the same way

hotels have with Airbnb, because the Internet

and smartphones make it vastly easier for

customers to find services across town or

across the globe. 

The 15-minute rule

The politically influential taxi lobby -- there

are five separate unions for drivers --

successfully pushed a regulation in France

that starting early in 2014 hobbled VTC

services with a mandatory minimum wait of

15 minutes for passengers who request a

car. That's a long time for services like Uber

that pride themselves on getting cars

available within 5 minutes. 

VTC operator AlloCab.com lodged an

objection to the rule, and on February 5, won

a victory over it. The state council, which

reviews administration rules to ensure they

comply with French law, suspended the rule

for a year while a judge decides whether it

should be annuled. 

On Saturday, the French government

announced an effort to "balance the

competition between taxis and VTCs." The

Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of

Crafts said in the announcement that a

"recognized personality" will convene a

commission that represents taxis, motorcycle

taxis, VTCs, passengers, and government

authorities, and that commission will propose

a "balanced and sustainable" solution to the

taxi problem within two months. 

"We welcome the government's initiative to

nominate a 'personality' to define all the

conditions that will help regulate taxis and

VTC in France," AlloCab.com Chief

Marketing Office Christophe Amalric told

CNET. "The government's initiative will be

successful if all "actors" [involved parties] are

asked to share their opinions and regulation

proposals." 

UberPop arrives

That wasn't the only big news that day,

though. Uber launched ride-sharing service

UberPop in Paris. With it, Uber connects

people who need a ride with ordinary people

who've had a driver's license for more than

three years; the fee is less than Uber's

higher-end services with professional drivers. 

SYDNEY - Uber’s

Sydney general

manager, David

Rohrsheim, would

not say whether

the company would recompense taxi

drivers for the gap in fares.  

Google-backed taxi and hire car booking app

Uber plans to undercut taxi fares in Sydney by 40

per cent during off-peak periods in a push to

challenge traditional taxi networks.

The San Francisco-based technology company,

which began competing for taxi bookings in June,

does not charge the 10 per cent service fee for

taxi payments made through Cabcharge.

From Wednesday, it will trial a cut in fares of up to

32 per cent for bookings between 10am and 5pm

on weekdays.

It is one of the first times a taxi booking service

has attempted a significant price reduction in

NSW. Urban fares rose 70 per cent between

1999 and 2013.

The company’s Sydney general  manager, David

Rohrsheim, would not say whether Uber would

recompense taxi drivers for the gap in fares, or

how many taxis would be involved in the trial.

“We see a lot of taxis empty and we see that as

an opportunity for them to be carrying more trips,

and passengers to take them more,” Mr

Rohrsheim said. He said the trial would be

expanded if successful, though would not say if it

was a loss-maker for Uber.

The Independent Pricing and Regulatory

Tribunal, which reviews the maximum price taxis

can charge passengers, has recommended slight

reductions in the fare cap over the past two years,

based on research suggesting lower fares would

lift demand.

However, prices have remained frozen, nominally,

for the past two years. There is some evidence

that off-peak times and the CBD and airport, in

particular, are over-serviced,” the tribunal said in

its 2014 draft review report.

Free of regulation

Mr Rohrsheim said “taxi fares have only gone up,

so no one, including IPART, really knows what

would happen if someone reduced fares because

no one’s tried”.

“We’re in uncharted territory,” he said.

Independent economic consultant Peter Abelson

said taxi passengers were largely unaware the

metered price charged by taxi drivers is

unregulated.

“It’s clear that there is a high unoccupied rate

during off-peak times and that for taxi drivers, the

off-peak rate is far too high to attract customers,”

he said. “If taxi drivers are willing to work for lower

prices, that will introduce price competition on its

own.”

An IPART spokeswoman said the tribunal had no

forecasts on what impact Uber’s fare reduction

would have on taxi services in Sydney.

However, Mr Abelson said he believed it could

gain traction over the next 12 months.

Uber has attracted significant attention in recent

months. In August, it received a $US258 million

($285 million) investment from Google’s venture

capital arm.

It operates in 73 cities globally, offering services

such as water taxis, but has faced stiff opposition

from incumbents and regulators, who have voiced

concern about the safety of the services.

In Australia, it is competing for ¬passengers and

drivers with other mobile apps, ingogo and

goCatch, which have similarly attracted millions of

dollars in investment, as well as the traditional taxi

networks.

A NSW Taxi Council spokesman said: “we

understand that Uber is not an authorised taxi

network and therefore has no legal basis to offer

reduced taxi fares.”

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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Uber has London in its sights

Uber app drives moves to cut Sydney taxi fares

As you can see from page 9, when

I met the Mayor I highlighted the

threat we are facing from Uber. You

can see the effect they are having

on the taxi trade in both France

and Australia. Make no mistake -

London is next on the list!

Paris taxi drivers take to the streets over Uber

Sydney taxi drivers are up in arms over Uber
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AS A ManU supporter I thought my

season could not get any worse but

when I read that Wayne Rooney has

become the best paid player in the

history of the premiership at some

£300,000 a week, I wanted to reach

for the bucket.

For those of you who think that is dramatic

well you just don't get football.

Football is tribal, it is instinctive, you

NEVER change your club... No matter what.

You support a team and if your children

want to eat they support the same team too.

On the First day of any holiday I wear my

Red shirt. 

It distinguishes me from the rest. I bond with

the other reds and feel like a real man.

Those not intelligent enough to support

ManU simply whisper stuff like "glory

seeking bastard'

Now that has gone. People look at me and

laugh.

We have lost the greatest manager ever in

Sir Alex Ferguson and acquired a man in

David Moyes who has won nothing.-

something which looks unlikely to change

any time soon.

Do I sound unhappy? Good because I am.

I used to be able to sit in a room with

Arsenal and Liverpool supporters arguing. I

(as a ManU supporter) was always above it

all. Nobody would bother to say anything to

me. I was the don.

Now I am nothing, nobody. 

Even Tottenham are above us in the league

and they are rubbish

It has now ended with the man who was

destined for the exit (Rooney) now holding

all the cards, playing extremely well in a

team that is failing.

Empires never last, I know that from history

but I and most other ManU supporters had

no idea the fall would be this rapid and this

painful. 

Is this the end of a dynasty? Will we ever

recover?

Well It's not over until the fat lady sings but I

hear the sound of her clearing her throat

and I for one fear the worst.

FEBRUARY SAW 48 hours of action

on the underground by the RMT and

the TSSA over planned ticket office

closures. Why don't we have more

women at the negotiating table when

it comes to disputes?

You get the feeling that if there were any of

them present the next time Bob (bobo) and

Boris (bojo) decided to flex their muscles,

the boys might be embarrassed into

behaving by her laughter.

AMAZING THAT blocking box

junctions, going the wrong way up a

one way road and fleecing tourists

aren't enough to get pedicabs

prosecuted but playing their ghetto

blasters loudly while the residents of

Westminster and Camden are

sleeping is.

I hate them and don't understand why they

aren't regulated but being prosecuted for

playing music as they peddle?

WHAT A horrible story recently

about a six day old baby mauled to

death by a dog which the father had

bought from a pub.

Lots of people were calling for a prosecution

for criminal negligence but can you imagine

what those parents must be going through?

how they must be feeling? I don't think any

sentence will rid them of the gut they feel. I

just hope the rest of us take note and CARE

when there is a baby and a dog in the same

house.

Eddie Nestor 

BBC London 94.9

Drivetime: Weekdays 5-7pm 
Call: 0207 224 2000

Weekly Podcasts

UK Black
Manchester United Redcast

We’ve lost a great... and got what?
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LARS VON TRIER sure know how to

attract attention. 

This time the controversial Danish film director
has brought to the screen pornography
disguised as art (Or could it be art disguised
as porn?!) Either way it's really a celebrity skin
flick, with plenty of nudity and graphic sexual
acts with, rather surprisingly, the lower half of
the actors replaced with CGI, using 'sex
doubles' or pornographic actors if you will!
The film is about a woman's erotic journey as
told by the main character, the self-diagnosed
nympho, played by Charlotte Gainsbourg. On
a cold winter's evening, an old, charming
bachelor, played by Stellan Skarsgård, finds
our nymphomaniac beaten up in an alleyway.
He brings her home to his flat where she
recounts the lustful story of her highly erotic
life. 

The story is divided in two
volumes and told in eight
chapters where, at four
hours in total, is quite a lot
to take in (if you'll excuse
the pun) to say the least.
There is a hardcore /
unrated director's cut
available (in Denmark only,
for now) running at five and
a half hours! If that's your
thing? Because when it
comes down to it, all the film
really is about is doing 'it'. A
lot!

thelcdc@gmail.com
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RED – Stop, don’t bother

wasting your money

AMBER – It’s alright, go if

you want. Or wait for the

DVD 

GREEN – Put your foot

down, go and see it.

Film 2013 
by Norman Barry
Nymphomanic: Volume 1 / Volume 2 (18)

AMBER LIGHT





THE TRUTH is that some of the very best

boxers from the last 25 years refused to

fight Herol "Bomber" Graham and he failed

to win a world title during a remarkable

boxing career.

Graham came close on three occasions and
has never moaned about having to watch
Chris Eubank and Nigel Benn, his natural
domestic rivals, fight each other in world title
fights, beat a succession of anonymous
imports and never show any interest in letting
Graham join their cosy, brutal club. Graham
had it much, much harder in his world title

fights.
He fought for the last time in 1998 and quit

after 54 fights and 20 years in the business.
His smile remains, even if up close the marks
from some savage encounters have left the
faintest of deep-bruise reminders under his
skin, while above his eyes the jagged scars
from many cuts will never fade. It is too
simplistic and very wrong to try to remember
Graham as only a slick, elusive mover.
His journey from Nottingham apprentice to

wide-eyed dreamer inside Brendan Ingle's
academy of enigmatic waifs in Sheffield was
just the first part of Graham's hazardous
passage inside boxing. He was beautiful to
watch, impossible at times to hit and that is
why nobody wanted to risk being connected
with him; Marvin Hagler, Tommy Hearns and
Sugar Ray Leonard all knew his name but
opted never to utter it in public.
It has been hard for Graham since he retired

and he tried to commit suicide during the
darkest of far too many dark days. He has
gone back to the gym to find some peace,
discover something that can in some tiny way
replace what he lost when he quit. He is also
painfully aware that success as a trainer is not
an instant fix and I get the impression that it is
still one day at a time for him.

However, he is ready to commit himself once
again to the boxing game as a trainer. Graham
can work, so he claims, with all types, not just
the ones that resemble him. "They might not all
want to be boxers, some might want to be
fighters and I can help them with that," said
Graham, who is now 54, and stopped or
knocked out a lot of his opponents.
Graham has been working under the radar

for a couple of years with different boxers at the
Finchley gym where Dereck Chisora trains, a
place that resembles in many ways the retreat
Ingle created in Sheffield in the Eighties. Now,
Graham is looking for his own premises and a
chance to pass on what he did in the ring.
However, there is a slight problem with that
notion as most people believe it is impossible
to teach what Graham did in the ring.
"I keep hearing that you can't teach my style

of boxing," said Graham. "That is rubbish; you
can teach what I did – you can teach anything
and that means that I can teach boxers to fight
and fighters to fight better. I was not just a
dancer."
Graham is also reaching out to established

boxers with their own trainers, to offer a bit of
extra advice, and anybody who ever saw him
fight will know that he could add extra quality in
defence. "I have my eye on a lot of boxers that

I could help, good boxers that could be better,"
he added.
It is just possible that Graham could make the

difficult journey from exceptional boxer to
quality coach, which is one that few people
with Graham's credentials have ever
completed. There are a lot of good ex-
professionals on the circuit, working with
superb fighters, but Graham was not just good,
he was special and perhaps, just perhaps, he
has what it takes to teach what he knew.
"Remember, he who fights and runs away

lives to fight another day," insisted Graham.
He's right, but being able to repeat it, with the
power that Graham had in his punches, would
truly be an achievement.

IN CASE you haven’t

noticed, the winter

Olympics have just

concluded in Russia

and there’s the rub, the

Olympics are becoming

obsessed by TV

revenue and the Winter

Olympics are, off piste,

with regards to viewing

numbers. 

So, whilst AIBA, the
world governing body for
amateur boxing; whoops,
AIBA have banned the
use of the word amateur,
but you won’t grass me
up; are attempting to take over professional
boxing, by becoming the sole governing body
for all boxing worldwide, amateur, pro, white
collar, etc., they are sleep walking; kind of
goes along with their pro boxing dream; into
all combat sports being moved from the
summer Olympics and injected into the Winter
Olympics in order to satiate the Gods of TV
ratings and mammon.
AIBA look like they are going to be caught

asleep at the wheel, as, whilst their grandiose
schemes of world boxing domination are
bearing no fruit commercially; World Series
Boxing, the highly entertaining, but too brutal 5
x 3min round team event, fought under pro
rules, using pro style gloves, has failed to
attract an overall sponsor and is being shown,
in the UK, on BT TV, without AIBA receiving a
commercially viable fee for the broadcasts, if
they are receiving anything at all; the
International Olympic Committee, (IOC),
AIBA’s main reason for existence and by far
AIBA’s main paymasters are moving in
directions not anticipated by AIBA. 

Besides the contemplated moving of combat
sports into the Winter Olympics there is the
ever present, but now particularly pertinent
problem of head/brain injuries in sport.
American football, gridiron, the NFL, has just
paid out the best part of a billion dollars in
settlement of 30 or so old claims from retired,
professional footballers with regard to head
injuries suffered in their sport. Rugby Union’s
top doctor has just resigned from the RFU as
he thinks the RFU are not taking the issue of
head injuries seriously enough. Britain’s head
of the organisation that represents GPs has
started to campaign that all rugby in schools
should be voluntary and that the game should
only be played as touch rugby, i.e. no tackling,
until the players are 17 years old. However,
AIBA have scraped headguards for all senior
boxers and have inflicted 3 x 3 minute rounds
on 16 year old, championship boxers.
Furthermore, AIBA are in complete denial with
reference to the removal of headguards
having instantly reintroduced the return of cut
eyes to amateur boxing. We wait to see if the
IOC will insist on headguards at the 2016
Olympics? 
AIBA’s expensive WSB foray into

professional boxing is further being expanded
by their APB, AIBA Professional Boxing,
where boxers, still eligible to box in the
Olympics, box in 8, 10 and 12 round contests,
this competition was meant to start last
October, we are still waiting as AIBA have yet
to get sponsors or media partners. Anthony
Joshua, Lomochenko and stars emerging
from the 2012 Olympics were meant to
spearhead APB, but as expected, by
everyone except AIBA, the stars turned
professional with conventional/traditional
promoters. Sooner, rather than later, a country
is going to stick their heads above the parapet

and ask where’s the AIBA money coming from
and how has amateur boxing, a sport, got
involved with professional boxing, a business
and how do the accounts add up? BBC TV
found a mysterious $10 million and
guarantees of an Eastern European country
getting certain Olympic medal results, but
such is the control of Dr Wu, head honcho at
AIBA, that all of this seems, for the time being,
to have been swept under a Taiwanese rug. 
As things stand, AIBA has also instituted the

ridiculous situation where around 40% of
boxers will qualify for the 2016 Olympics, a 3 x
3 minute round contest event, via boxing in
either 5 x 3 minute round or 12 x 3 minute
round competitions, events that only 20% of
the amateur boxing world are geographically,
population wise and commercially capable of
participating in?
Let’s finish on a positive note, the grass roots

of the sport, the bit that AIBA hasn’t worked

out, the bit, the biggest bit, the bit that is 99.9%
of the sport, the bit that really is both the basis
and the point of the sport, club boxing and
boxers saw the National Youth Finals, (the
new name for the Junior ABAs), competed for
the first time over 3 x 3 minute rounds, in
Manchester, concluding in February with 11
Londoners competing in the 20 finals, with 6
winning national titles. West Ham’s, Vidall
Riley, was the standout boxer.  National
Schools Championships also started in
February with the ABAs, which will get a new
name, despite its tradition dating back to
1881, start in March, with the London semi
finals on Saturday 12th April and the London
Finals the next day, Sunday 13th April, at The
TA Centre, Grove Park, London SE12, boxing
commencing, each day at 1pm, see you
there.
Until then, drive carefully, cheerfully, safely

and profitably. 

The Boddyman

- BOXNATION

IOC, AIBA, MAMMON AND GRASSROOTS

Steve Bunce

-BOXNATION

Herol Graham... round 2

Herol Graham
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Vidal Riley from West Ham ABC was the standout boxer on the night
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Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

SIMIA WALL
The Taxi Drivers Accountants

Specialising in:
Accounts preparation:
� Offices in City & North London
� HMRC enquiry insuance (75% discounts)
� Associated law firm (25% discount)
� Tax Returns completed
� Loss of earnings claims
� Personal Injury claims management
� References for banks etc.

178 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 4NJ / Also at Devonshire House, Stanmore HA7 1JS / For appointments phone: 020 8732 5525

First consultation free of charge

SPECIAL OFFER
PERSONAL INJURY 
REFERAL SCHEME £200

HAD AN ACCIDENT?
We can arrange for your claim to be managed 
by associated in house team dealing with
everything from injury claim, loss of earnings,
bent metal repairs and most importantly
arranging a REPLACEMENT VEHICLE.





K.W. TAXI SERVICES
UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 

INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROMFORD ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786
FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4

Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs,
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts cab rental, best rates,

24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI
KEEPING LONDON’S TAXIS MOVING
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For the best in homemade 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork

escalopes, sirloin steaks 

a speciality

MEALS
£7.00 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£8.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR 
ALL FOOTBALL

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

Unbelievable Prices

TX / VITO REMOULDS

£38.50+VAT

TEL: 0207 231 5857
72 ENID STREET, BERMONDSEY, LONDON, SE16 3RA

MORRIS TYRE
SERVICES

Heart Tests For London Taxi Drivers 

WOOD STREET
CLINIC

The Heart Centre For London Taxi Drivers

Have You Had Heart Problems?

Do you need an Exercise Test  and / or Echocardiogram
(to measure LVEF) for LtpH?

We can help with our fast, efficient service and special
low rates for London’s taxi drivers

We are now providing stress Echocardiography
(functional testing) when required.

We understand that your living can depend on these tests

Contact us now on
The Wood Street Clinic
133 Wood Street
Barnet, Herts EN5 4BX
Telephone : 0208 449 7656    
www.woodstreetclinic.com  or
enquiries@woodstreetclinic.com

£1
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L.C.D.C
LEADERS NOT FOLLOWERS

JOIN TODAY: 
0207 394 5553






